
1. Overview

1. Overview 
 
 
This component provided the event model discussed in my JDJ article "AOP Enabled ESB" -
http://jdj.sys-con.com/read/84658.htm 
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2. Actors

1. Actors 
 

Admin - 

TaskManager - 

User - The root security role for access to any secured system component is User. 



3. Entities

1. Entity Diagrams 
 

1.1. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.async 
 

1.2. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.event.entity 
 
 
This package contains the domain entities which represent event information. 

1.3. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.entity 
 
 
This package contains the domain entities which represent workflow information. 
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2. Comment 
 
 
Package: taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.entity 
 
Comments provided by a user when performing a task. 

id - Long - The primary key. 

timestamp - Timestamp - The time when the comment was created. 

user - String - The user that created the comment. 

text - Text - The comment text. 

3. Event 
 
 
Package: taylor-bpm::net.taylor.event.entity 
 
An Event represents an action that has taken place in the system. All Events are evaluated
against rule to determine what further actions should be taken. They are also stored to provide
and audit trail. 

id - String - A UUID that uniquely ideentifies the event. 

source - String - The name of the service class that contains the operation. 

name - String - The name of the operation which performed the action. 

arguments - Object[]- The arguments that were passed to the operation that performed the

action which produced the event. 

output - java.io.Serializable - The output from the operation that performed the action which

produced the event. 

exception - Throwable - The exception that was thrown by the operation that performed the

action which produced the event. 
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host - String - The IP address of the server which executed the operation. 

timestamp - Date - The time at which the event was generated. 

userId - String - The user who initiated the action. 

principal - java.security.Principal - The user who initiated the action. 

subject - javax.security.auth.Subject - The JAAS Subject of the user who initiated the action. 

executionTime - Long - The amount of time taken to execute the operation. 

correlationID - String - The correlation id for long running processes. 

replyTo - String - The replyTo address for long running processes. 

process - String - The name of the business process which called the operation. 

ids - java.util.Set<String > - The unique ids of the objects passed as arguments to and output

from the operation. 

error - String - 

4. Request 
 
 
Package: taylor-bpm::net.taylor.async 
 
null 

arguments - Object[]- The arguments that were passed to the operation that performed the

action which produced the event. 

subject - javax.security.auth.Subject - The JAAS Subject of the user who initiated the action. 

principal - java.security.Principal - The user who initiated the action. 

persistenceContextName - String - 

operation - String - The name of the operation which performed the action. 

process - String - The name of the business process which called the operation. 

service - java.lang.Class - The name of the service class that contains the operation. 

5. Task 
 
 
Package: taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.entity 
 
Tasks are used to assign and track manual steps in a business process. 

id - Long - The primary key. 

name - String - The name that identifies the type of the task. 

process - String - The business process class which defines the task type. 

description - String - The description of the instance of the task type. 

priority - Priority - The relative priority of the task. 

status - Status - The status of the task. 

outcome - String - The outcome of the task which controls the transition to the next step in the

process. 
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user - String - The user who has been assigned the task, has acuired the task, or has

completed the task. 

group - String - The role/group that can acquire the task from the queue/worklist. 

artifact - java.io.Serializable - The domain entity/artifact that is worked on and produced by the

business process. 

viewId - String - The view id of the JSF screen used to perform the task. 

initializationDate - Timestamp - The date the task was created. 

dueDate - Timestamp - The date the task is due and which drives task escalation. 

startDate - Timestamp - The date the task was acquired. 

endDate - Timestamp - The date the task was completed or cancelled. 

artifactId - String - The id of the domain entity/artifact that is worked on and produced by the

business process. 

custom1 - String - Custom field for extending the worklist search and sort features. 

custom2 - String - Custom field for extending the worklist search and sort features. 

custom3 - String - Custom field for extending the worklist search and sort features. 

escalationGroup - String - The role/group that will receive notification when the task times out. 

reminderDate - Timestamp - The date on which to send a task due warning. 

componentName - String - 

group2 - String - 

group3 - String - 

hasTimeoutTransition - Boolean - 
 
State Machine: Statusflow 

Initiated - 

acquire - 

complete - 

suspend - 

cancel - 

Acquired - 

complete - 
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cancel - 

release - 

reassign - 

Suspended - 

resume - 

cancel - 

Created - 

initiate - 
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4. Enumerations

1. Priority 
 
 
Package: taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.entity 
 
The relative priority of a task. 

HIGH - 

HIGHEST - 

LOW - 

LOWEST - 

NORMAL - 

2. Status 
 
 
Package: taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.entity 
 
The status of a task. 

ACQUIRED - The task is being worked on by a particular user. 

CANCELLED - The task has been cancelled forever. 

COMPLETED - The task has been completed with a particular outcome. 

INITIATED - The task has been created and placed in the appropriate worklists. 

SUSPENDED - The task has been suspended temporarily and the escalation clock has been

stopped. 
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5. Associations

1. One To Many 
 

Event - Event (children, parent) 

Task - Comment (comments, task) 

2. Many To One 
 

3. Many To Many 
 

4. One To One 
 



6. Services

1. Service Diagrams 
 

1.1. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.event.service 
 
 
This module provides an interface for interacting with the event audit trail. 

1.2. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.service 
 
 
This module provides an interface for interacting with a workflow/process automation system. The
main interaction point is the Work List which presents a list of tasks that are assigned to the
current user. 

2. EventService 
 
 
Package: taylor-bpm::net.taylor.event.service 
 
This service provides access to the Event audit trail. 
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get - Get an event from the audit trail by ID. 

save - Save an event to the audit trail. 

query - Query events from the audit trail by example. 

purge - Purge events from the audit trail before the given date. 

publish - Publish the event to the JMS topic. 

processForkEvent - Publish the event to the JMS topic. 

processJoinEvent - Evaluate the join event to test if all transitions have been received. 

resubmit - Resubmit an event after an error condition is resolved. 

3. TaskService 
 
 
Package: taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.service 
 
This service provides access to manipulate human workflow tasks. 

initiate - 

get - 

query - 

acquire - null 

release - 

complete - 

cancel - 

reassign - 

escalate - 

escalate - 

suspend - null 

resume - null 

save - null 



7. Packages

1. Packages 
 

1.1. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.event.entity 
 
 
This package contains the domain entities which represent event information. 

1.2. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.event.service 
 
 
This module provides an interface for interacting with the event audit trail. 

1.3. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.entity 
 
 
This package contains the domain entities which represent workflow information. 

1.4. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.worklist.service 
 
 
This module provides an interface for interacting with a workflow/process automation system. The
main interaction point is the Work List which presents a list of tasks that are assigned to the
current user. 

1.5. taylor-bpm::net.taylor.async 
 



8. Data Dictionary

1. Tables 
 

2. Columns 
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